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After living uneasily in Canada for over twenty years, Deo returns to Guyana, having dreampt
constantly of coming home, yet reveals there a disconcerting homelessness the place each
merchandise of his reminiscence has been violated. His mom is dying. he's a stranger to every
person else. there's vacancy the place his father as soon as lived. Dismay and sorrow and
terror are etched within the lives of everybody around. it's inside of this that Deo struggles to
make experience of himself, and the issues that have fallen aside round him, the reminiscence
of his earlier clashing opposed to a tortured current and questionable future. "Home and Back"
is a strong and cruel indictment of modern, postcolonial West Indies. while Itwaru brings us a
touching lyrical meditation on progress and loss, the departure from domestic and existence
lived among remembering and forgetting in an alien elsewhere. With creative adulthood and
insight, Itwaru bargains a visceral figuring out of group and will pay homage to the struggles for
integrity and dignity in the vicissitutes of harsh reality."Itwaru usually reads like a Gordimer,
Soyinka or Achebe in his committed pursuit of the reality . . . and mincing now not a unmarried
word, he leaves us wordless . . ." - Sunday Observer (India)." . . powerful, regarding analyzing .
. ." - Books in Canada
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